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Executive Summary

Online advertising is now the dominant form of advertising in many OECD countries, and offers businesses the ability to reach consumers in ways that could only have been imagined previously. Online advertising has the potential to benefit consumers through more relevant and timely advertising, and by funding a host of “free” online services. However, it also raises some new and complex challenges for consumers and consumer protection authorities. The purpose of this paper is to provide an introduction to the complex landscape that is online advertising, and to outline the potential benefits and risks for consumers, drawing on the behavioural insights literature where relevant.

Existing consumer protections remain relevant

Consistent with the OECD Recommendation on Consumer Protection in E-commerce (2016)[1] (the “E-Commerce Recommendation”), most OECD countries have general protections against false and misleading information, which equally apply to online advertising. These provisions instead ensure that representations made by businesses (including those made in online advertising) are not false or misleading.

Further, the E-Commerce Recommendation includes a number of provisions relating to advertising and marketing. These provisions are intended to ensure that consumers understand when they are receiving online advertising or a commercial, promotional message, and that such advertising is not false or misleading. There is also a particular focus on consumer protection issues that can be challenging for consumers in the online context, such as pricing, digital content, and endorsements. While the E-commerce Recommendation’s principles provide guidance on key online advertising issues, it is timely to examine current trends and practices in online advertising to determine how to apply the Recommendation’s high level principles to new and emerging practices, drawing on behavioural insights where relevant.

But Internet and mobile penetration have fundamentally changed advertising

Advertising has been around as long as commerce itself and has funded a range of services that have long been enjoyed by consumers. However, increased Internet coverage and mobile phone penetration has fundamentally changed the ability of advertisers to reach a broad range of consumers at almost any time of the day and in any context through online advertising. In addition, developments in artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning, coupled with the stores of personal data available online, have allowed for cost-effective targeted advertising at an unprecedented scale. The resulting online advertising supply chain, with its various technologies and services, is complex.

There are a number of forms of online advertising. The most popular include display advertising, search advertising, and social media “influencer” advertising.

- Digital display advertising allows businesses to place advertisements (ads) on websites, in apps, and on other online platforms either directly or via ad networks.

- Search advertising allows businesses to pay to have their listings included or prioritised among the results returned in response to a consumer’s search query (in
contrast to “organic” search results, i.e., unpaid results returned by the search engine’s algorithm based on their relevance to a consumer’s query). Most online search engines, such as Google, Yahoo and Bing, produce results pages that contain a mixture of both organic and paid results.

- Ads can also be integrated into user-generated online content in a newer form of online advertising known as “influencer” advertising. Influencers can be fitness gurus, gamers, beauty bloggers, fashionistas, foodies, travel experts, who partner with brands and promote products to their social media audiences or “followers.”

Affiliate ad networks facilitate some forms of online advertising by matching merchants with marketers who promote products to consumers on social media, on websites, and through email.

Online advertising can be easily identifiable as ads, or can be presented in a way that blends in with other available content and is therefore more difficult for consumers to identify as commercial messages; so-called “native” advertising.

**Online advertising brings some tangible benefits for consumers**

Online advertising has the potential to provide two key benefits for consumers. The first is the potential for more targeted, relevant and timely ads. Done well, such ads could bring consumer benefits in the form of reduced search costs, greater awareness of relevant products, and identification of and access to deals. The second is that online advertising funds a host of online services that consumers can access at zero price. Such “free” services include search services (e.g. Google); social networking services (e.g. Facebook); and news services (e.g. The Guardian). Many consumers use these services on a daily basis for a wide variety of educational, social, informational, and entertainment purposes.

**But may also raise some potential new issues for consumers**

Over the years, advertising has raised a number of issues for consumers, especially regarding its ability to mislead, either through unfounded claims, omissions of key terms or limitations, or misrepresentations regarding the nature of the material (i.e. as unbiased opinion rather than commercial content).

The E-Commerce Recommendation states that “Advertising and marketing should be clearly identifiable as such”. However, it can be difficult for consumers to identify online advertising material, especially newer types of online advertising such as native advertising, search advertising, and influencer advertising. Consumers need to be able to easily identify advertising material online so that they can:

- determine whether to interact with it
- make informed decisions about the weight to give to information conveyed about a product or service in the material
- make informed purchasing decisions.

This remains a challenge for consumer policy and enforcement. Behavioural experiments could be used to test the extent of current problems and to develop and test more effective ways of ensuring consumers can easily identify online advertising content.

The ability of online advertising to target consumers’ behavioural biases at scale, and to potentially tailor them to a specific consumer’s biases, means that consumer decision
making may be more prone to manipulation through online advertising than for other forms of advertising. When consumers are misled about the commercial source of a message, for example, it could lead them to assign greater credibility to the information communicated than they otherwise would have assigned to it. Further, online advertising may present new ways in which to mislead consumers regarding the full costs of a product or service, or in respect of unexpected terms and conditions of a sale. Consumer agencies will have to remain vigilant to these potential threats.

According to a number of surveys, consumer dissatisfaction and distrust of online advertising is relatively high. There are a variety of reasons for this. Some consumers dislike ads that interfere with their online experience (e.g., pop-up ads, ads that slow down loading times, video-ads that play automatically, ad placement that interferes with content on the screen space). Some have concerns about how ads might affect performance and security on mobile devices (e.g., using up data plans, serving as vectors for malware). Others point to privacy concerns about the collection and use of their personal data for advertising and retargeting or simply relay their concern that such ads feel “creepy.” To the extent that this leads consumers to limit their online activity, this could potentially be a barrier to greater participation in e-commerce by consumers.

At this stage it is unclear whether there is a role for new consumer policies. It may be that a competitive market will be self-correcting in that online advertisers will improve their practices to improve consumer sentiment and trust. Alternatively, vigorous enforcement of existing truth-in-advertising laws by consumer protection authorities may lead to better practices by online advertisers. In addition, technological tools may be able to be used by consumers to protect against annoying or intrusive forms of online advertising, as well as threats from malicious forms of advertising (so-called “malvertising”).

Other risks relate to the data collection that facilitates targeted online advertising. While personal data collection and use has implications for consumer privacy and security, in many OECD countries such issues are not the responsibility of consumer agencies. However, issues of deception related to the collection and use of such information are likely to fall within the remit of existing consumer laws on deceptive and unfair practices in a number of jurisdictions, and there are a number of consumer agencies in OECD countries (such as Australia, Canada, Norway, the United Kingdom and the United States) that have been working on these issues. In this regard, behavioural insights may offer lessons in how best to communicate data collection and use practices to consumers. In addition, to the extent that such data is used to unfairly discriminate against consumers, target vulnerable consumers for fraud, or weaken the effectiveness of consumer choice, this may also fall under the remit of some consumer agencies.

To fully understand and address these issues will likely require further analysis and discussion. One potential area for further work is to develop measures to empower consumers to better identify online advertising and then test their effectiveness. In addition, there is likely to be a role for the private sector in providing technological solutions, such as ad blockers and do not track browser mechanisms.
Advertising is big business. In 2016, global advertising revenues were USD 493 billion (Letang and Stillman, 2016[2]). Advertising has been around as long as commerce itself but each time a new medium emerges, advertising undergoes a transformation. With the rise of the Internet and the widespread adoption of smartphones, online advertising has quickly become the dominant form of advertising in many OECD countries today. The purpose of this paper is to:

- explain how existing consumer laws and policies protect consumers in respect of online advertising, and to outline some of the key concepts and trends in online advertising (Chapter 1)
- describe the key forms of online advertising (Chapter 2)
- discuss the likely benefits and risks of online advertising for consumers as they relate to consumer policy (rather than other policy areas such as privacy and security, for example) (Chapter 3).

This paper is intended to provide an introduction to the issues and does not include policy recommendations.

1.1. Existing consumer protections relating to online advertising

Consistent with the OECD’s (2016[1]) E-Commerce Recommendation, most OECD countries have general protections against false and misleading information, which equally apply to online advertising. For the most part, these provisions do not address issues specific to online advertising but instead ensure that all representations made by businesses (including those made in online advertising) are not false or misleading. In many cases, the failure to adequately identify online advertising material as such may risk falling foul of these consumer protections. In addition, to the extent that a business provides false or misleading information regarding its data collection, use and sharing practices, this could also breach these consumer protections (see Section 3.2).

In addition, the E-Commerce Recommendation includes a number of provisions relating to advertising and marketing (see Box 1.1). In general, these provisions are intended to ensure that consumers understand when they are receiving online advertising or a commercial, promotional message, and that such advertising is not false or misleading. The Recommendation also focusses on consumer protection issues that can be challenging for consumers in the online context, such as pricing, digital content, and endorsements.
Advertising and marketing should be clearly identifiable as such (para 13).

Advertising and marketing should identify the business on whose behalf the marketing or advertising is being conducted where failure to do so would be deceptive (para 14).

Businesses should ensure that any advertising or marketing for goods or services are consistent with their actual characteristics, access and usage conditions (para 15).

Businesses should ensure that advertised prices do not misrepresent or hide the total cost of a good or a service (para 16).

Endorsements used in advertising and marketing should be truthful, substantiated and reflect the opinions and actual experience of the endorsers. Any material connection between businesses and online endorsers, which might affect the weight or credibility that consumers give to an endorsement, should be clearly and conspicuously disclosed (para 17).

Businesses should take special care in advertising or marketing that is targeted to children, vulnerable or disadvantaged consumers, and others who may not have the capacity to fully understand the information with which they are presented (para 18).

Source: OECD (2016, pp. 11-12).
Box 1.2 OECD E-Commerce Recommendation Principles on Privacy and Security

Businesses should not engage in deceptive practices related to the collection and use of consumers’ personal data (para 8).

Businesses should comply with any express or implied representations they make about their adherence to industry self-regulatory codes or programmes, privacy notices or any other policies or practices relating to their transactions with consumers (para 11).

Businesses should provide consumers with a clear and full statement of the relevant terms and conditions of the transaction. Where applicable and appropriate given the transaction, such information should include the . . . privacy policy (paras 34-35)

Businesses should provide consumers with easy-to-use payment mechanisms and implement security measures that are commensurate with payment-related risks, including those resulting from unauthorised access or use of personal data, fraud and identity theft (para 40).

Businesses should protect consumer privacy by ensuring that their practices relating to the collection and use of consumer data are lawful, transparent and fair, enable consumer participation and choice, and provide reasonable security safeguards (para 48).

Businesses should manage digital security risk and implement security measures for reducing or mitigating adverse effects relating to consumer participation in e-commerce (para 49).

1.2. How has the Internet and mobile penetration changed advertising?

Consumers across the OECD are more connected than ever before (OECD, 2017[3]). In 2016, the average US consumer spent 150 hours online each month, or around 35 hours each week (Google Partners, 2016[4]). Time on the Internet has overtaken time spent on traditional media channels in many countries. This is largely driven by growth in the use of mobile devices, with mobile searches outstripping desktop searches in the last few years (Heitzman, 2017[5]).

Traditional avenues for reaching consumers (especially younger consumers) are becoming less relevant and are being replaced by online channels. Recent growth in advertising revenue has been largely driven by double digit growth in online advertising (Letang and Stillman, 2016[2]), and for the first time in 2017, global expenditure on online advertising outstripped television advertising expenditure (Slefo, 2017[6]). To give an idea of the importance of advertising to some of the biggest tech companies, advertising is Google’s primary revenue source, accounting for USD 79 billion in 2016 (Statista, 2018[7]).

The omnipresence of the Internet and smartphones has also fundamentally changed the way that consumers search for and purchase goods and services, both online and off. Consumers now tend to consult multiple information sources. For example, many consumers read online reviews before making a purchase (Heitzman, 2017[5]). In addition, social media now has a strong influence on purchasing behaviour (Heitzman, 2017[5]; PwC, 2017[8]), as
do bloggers and “social influencers” (see Section 2.3) (Rakuten Marketing, 2017[9]). Further, Rakuten Marketing (2017[9]) found that almost 90% of consumers search for discount codes on voucher/coupon sites before making a purchase.

The Internet also allows for new ways in which to present text, images, video and audio, and provides for interactive and individually tailored advertising in a way that no other medium has before, using the vast amounts of personal data collected online. In addition, the reach of online advertising is potentially much wider, especially for mobile advertising, which can reach consumers at almost any time of the day and in almost any context.

1.3. Use of personal data to target advertising in real time

One of the main advantages of online advertising is the potential to personalise advertising at scale, in real time. This has been referred to as Online Behavioural Advertising (OBA), online profiling, and behavioural targeting. Boerman et al. (2017, p. 364[10]) define OBA as “the practice of monitoring people’s online behavior and using the collected information to show people individually targeted advertisements”. The types of information that are being used in OBA include age, gender, location, education level, interests, online shopping behaviour, and search history (Boerman, Kruikemeier and Zuiderveen Borgesius, 2017[10]).

OBA relies on the tracking of consumer behaviour online. Traditionally, “cookies” (essentially a bit of digital code that records certain user behaviour) have been used to track online behaviour via desktop browsers. Cookies can be first-party or third-party. First-party cookies originate from (or are sent to) the website the consumer is currently viewing, whereas third-party cookies originate from (or are sent to) an unrelated website (Beal, 2008[11]). However, cookies are less effective at tracking online activity on mobile devices. This is because cookies are not necessarily shared between mobile apps; and some mobile browsers, such as Safari, block third-party cookies by default (IAB, 2013[12]).

As consumers now tend to use a range of devices to access online services, businesses are using other means to track individuals online. These methods are often categorised as “deterministic” or “probabilistic”. Deterministic methods use consumer-identifying characteristics, such as a log-ins, to track consumers across devices (Federal Trade Commission, 2017[13]). Probabilistic methods instead infer an consumer’s identity through means such as IP address (since a computer, smartphone, and tablet that use the same public IP address are likely to belong to the same household); geolocation information; browser or device fingerprinting; and general usage patterns (Boerman, Kruikemeier and Zuiderveen Borgesius, 2017[10]; Shakeel, 2016[14]; Whitener, 2015[15]; Ghosh and Scott, 2018[16]; Federal Trade Commission, 2017[13]). US Federal Trade Commission (FTC) staff found that, of 100 popular websites across two devices: at least 87 used cross-device tracking; 96 allowed consumers to submit a username or email address; and 16 shared user names or emails with third-parties (Federal Trade Commission, 2017[13]).

Tracking technologies allow for highly detailed profiles to be developed about individual consumers. This can have several uses for online advertising. First, it can be used to target (and retarget) ads. Second, it can be used to track how users interact with ads, which can be used to determine the effectiveness of advertising campaigns. Third, tracking of consumer reactions can be important for advertising payments that are related to specific user outcomes, such as “clicks”, webpage visits, or purchases, for example. Tracking technologies tend to make use of AI and machine learning (Box 1.3).
1.4. Complex new supply chains

One of the main challenges in understanding online advertising is understanding the complex supply chains that underpin it. With traditional forms of media advertising, the supply chain was usually quite straightforward and might have been as simple as the advertiser (i.e. the brand) going directly to a publisher (perhaps via an advertising agency). In comparison, the supply chain for online advertising can involve many services (some of which are facilitated with technology) and many players, and there is often a lack of transparency around who (and indeed, what) is involved.

To give an idea of the range of players and services on offer, some of the key services that are offered to advertisers (i.e. the brand) (also called “demand side” operations) and publishers (also called “supply side” operations), are summarised in Table 1.1.

While in some cases a single advertising agency or ad network may manage all of these decisions on behalf of the advertiser/brand, in other cases, the decisions taken at each point could lead to multiple different supply chains. The interaction of decisions made on the demand and supply sides of the market can introduce further complexity in determining, for example, who is responsible for an ad’s format or data collection practices (Luttrell, 2018[17]). Supply chain complexity could make it difficult for regulators and law enforcers to identify the responsible parties and determine liability to the extent that an ad is misleading.
Box 1.3. Artificial intelligence and machine learning in online advertising

While acknowledging that “There is no universally accepted definition of AI”, the OECD’s 2017 Digital Economy Outlook (2017, p. 295) used the definition provided by Nilsson (2010, p. 13):

... artificial intelligence is that activity devoted to making machines intelligent, and intelligence is that quality that enables an entity to function appropriately and with foresight in its environment.

Machine learning is a way of creating the problem-solving systems that underlie AI. Historically, computers were manually programmed to provide outputs given certain inputs. Instead, machine learning teaches machines to learn without having to be programed. This is done by providing repeated examples to the machine until it starts to “learn” from them (Chow, 2017). Hence, the effectiveness of machine learning is influenced by computing power and access to data (Metz, 2015; Sun et al., 2017).

AI can facilitate better personalisation of online advertising. Chow (2017) notes:

A big part of the opportunity for marketers is how AI will help us fully realize personalization—and relevance—at scale ... scale, combined with customization possible through AI, means we’ll soon be able to tailor campaigns to consumer intent in the moment. It will be like having a million planners in your pocket.

For example, AI can allow for a variety of ad components (e.g. background, images, text etc.) to be dynamically assembled in real time according to the audience (through a process called “dynamic creative optimisation”) (Levine, 2016).

Machine learning can also be used to determine the likely success of an online ad (see e.g. He et al. (2014); McMahon et al. (2013)). This has significant implications for user experience and advertising revenue (Ling et al., 2017, p. 1):

Accurate estimation of the click-through rate (CTR) in sponsored ads significantly impacts the user search experience and businesses’ revenue, even 0.1% of accuracy improvement would yield greater earnings in the hundreds of millions of dollars.

Machine learning can also facilitate A/B testing, which allows marketers to test what form of ad is most effective by running multiple versions over a testing period. In addition, machine learning is being used to run the bidding auctions underlying the purchase of online advertising (Noyes, 2016).
## Table 1.1. Online advertising supply chain services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Offered to</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ad blocking services</td>
<td>Allow advertisers to block ad delivery if there are concerns about view-ability, brand safety or fraud, for example. Blocking can occur before or after an advertiser submits a bid to publish an ad.</td>
<td>Advertisers (i.e. brands)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-bid targeting services</td>
<td>Allow advertisers to evaluate the quality of a publisher before bidding (this can be coupled with ad blocking services).</td>
<td>Advertisers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertiser ad serving technology services</td>
<td>Provide for the storage, tracking, and delivery of ads onto a publisher’s site on behalf of the advertiser.</td>
<td>Advertisers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management services</td>
<td>Activities such as setting up, managing, and optimising ad delivery, as well as managing buy or sell side infrastructure.</td>
<td>Advertisers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demand-Side Platforms (DSPs)</td>
<td>Manage the interaction with the publisher including bidding and data analytics services, on behalf of the advertiser.</td>
<td>Advertisers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publisher ad serving software</td>
<td>Manages advertisers’ priorities on behalf of the publisher to decide which ads to show.</td>
<td>Publishers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sell-Side Platforms (SSP)</td>
<td>Allow publishers to aggregate, consolidate, and manage demand from advertisers, and to exchange inventory (this can include ad serving).</td>
<td>Publishers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data targeting services</td>
<td>Use first and third party data to identify and target specific types of users or devices.</td>
<td>Advertisers and publishers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Management Platforms (DMPs)</td>
<td>Aggregate data sources to allow advertisers and publishers to track the success of ad campaigns.</td>
<td>Advertisers and publishers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ad networks</td>
<td>Connect advertisers with publishers by aggregating publisher inventory and packaging it based on context or audience.</td>
<td>Advertisers and publishers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ad exchanges (also called digital media exchanges)</td>
<td>Provide a virtual marketplace where publishers auction their impressions to eligible advertisers in real time.</td>
<td>Advertisers and publishers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programmatic marketing</td>
<td>The algorithmic purchase and sale of advertising space in real time, usually through real time bidding.</td>
<td>Advertisers and publishers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tagging services</td>
<td>Involve placing a pixel on a publisher’s site to “tag” users as having visited those pages and to facilitate subsequent targeting/messaging.</td>
<td>Advertisers and publishers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verification services</td>
<td>Measure target delivery, view-ability, brand safety and fraud on behalf of publishers and advertisers (this can be provided by the same party that provides ad blocking services for brands).</td>
<td>Advertisers and publishers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Types of online advertising

There are a number of different forms of online advertising. This section aims to outline some of the key types. While there are a number of different ways to classify the various types of online advertising, two of the main forms include display advertising and search advertising, both of which are explained below. In addition, content providers and social media platforms offer new forms of search advertising, such as native advertising as well as user-generated ads, including “influencer” advertising. These are also discussed below. These ads appear on both desktop and mobile devices, though brands may choose to target one particular medium, and there may be slight differences in how the ads are presented on the various mediums. Affiliate ad marketing networks can facilitate these forms of advertising by matching merchants with marketers who promote products to consumers on social media, on websites, and through email.

2.1. Digital display advertising

Digital display advertising is the term used to describe the advertising “boxes” on websites, apps or platforms that appear along the top of a screen as a “banner ad”, along the right or left hand side of a screen, or elsewhere on the screen. Content can include text, images or videos. Spending on digital display advertising surpassed spending on search advertising in the US in 2016 (eMarketer, 2016[31]). However, despite its popularity, display advertising only achieves an average click-through rate of less than one percent (O’Brien, 2015[32]).

Google is one of the larger providers of digital display advertising through its Google Display Network, which includes access to over 2 million sites both within (e.g. YouTube and Gmail) and outside of its business (Google, 2018[33]). Placement of digital display ads on the Google Display Network is determined on the basis of website content rather than keywords (as compared to search advertising) (O’Brien, 2015[32]). Other online ad networks include other providers of search services, such as the Yahoo! Bing Network, social media platforms such as Facebook (discussed in the next section); and more traditional ad networks that act as middle-men between publishers (i.e. websites or apps) and advertisers (see Box 2.1). Alongside access to publishers, ad networks often offer other services such as those discussed in Table 1.1.

Digital display advertising can be billed in a number of ways, including on the basis of the number of:

- ads posted, or thousand “impressions”, called “cost per mile” (CPM)
- “viewable” impressions (vCPM) (i.e. where 50% of the ad can be seen for at least one second), which overcomes the problem that 56% of all ads are not seen (Google, 2014[34])
- clicks, called “cost per click” (CPC)
- acquisition or act, called “cost per act” (CPA)
- views, called “cost per view” (CPV), for video ads.

Pricing can be fixed-rate or auction-based. Auction based sales are often facilitated with “programmatic marketing” (see Table 1.1).
Box 2.1. Online ad networks

Online ad networks connect advertisers (i.e. brands) with websites that want to host online advertising (i.e. publishers). There are many online ad networks. Often ad networks specialise by concentrating on a particular type of consumer, device, quality of service, or network of publishers.

For example, Apple’s “Search Ads” provides access to advertising space in the Apple app store. In comparison, the Facebook Audience Network offers advertisers access to Facebook and Instagram and a large range of other apps and websites. Other advertising networks may specialise by offering advertising in online games, or in specific markets such as travel or beauty, for example. Alternatively, ad networks may offer a very cheap service with little transparency about where ads will appear.

From an advertiser’s (i.e. brand’s) perspective, there will be a number of factors to consider in choosing which advertising network to use. These may include:

- network reach (i.e. the number of sites and apps they would be able to access and the amount of traffic these sites and apps get)
- the ability to target ads to a particular audience
- price and type of payment
- reputation and trustworthiness
- ease of use, and what other services are offered by the ad network.

From a publisher’s perspective, trustworthiness and reputation are also likely to be relevant considerations, as will payment amount and type.

For the consumer, understanding the basics about how online marketing works can help in determining who is really behind an ad and therefore in assessing whether it is truthful. Consumers may also want to understand who may be tracking information about their online activities.

2.2. Search advertising

Consumers often use search engines, such as Google, Bing and Yahoo, to navigate their way around the Internet. Further, search engines are often used as a starting point for consumers looking to make an online (or indeed, offline) purchase. For this reason, search advertising, which allows brands to pay to have their listings included or prioritised among the results returned in response to a consumer’s search query, can provide brands with direct access to consumers at the exact time when they are looking to make a purchase. Search ads are distinct from “organic” search results, which are unpaid results returned by the search engine’s algorithm based on their relevance to a consumer’s query. Most online search engines, such as Google, Yahoo and Bing, use results pages that contain a mixture of both organic and paid search results. This is why search advertising has traditionally been (and remains) such a popular form of online advertising. Indeed, before the tools and data required for targeted advertising became commonplace, search advertising was the dominant form of online advertising. However, despite its popularity, search ads still get fewer clicks than organic search results (Jerath, Ma and Park, 2014[35]; Yang and Ghose, 2010[36]).
Some of the larger search advertising platforms in OECD countries include Google Adwords, Bing Ads, Yahoo: Search Ads, and Naver (the largest search engine in South Korea). Search advertising works with the aid of keywords that are selected by the business, potentially with assistance from the search advertising platform. The order of paid search results (or search ads) is generally influenced by a number of factors. For Google Adwords, for example, the order is based on Google’s estimated ad rank, which is based on the auction price nominated by the advertiser, the “expected click through rate”, the brand’s webpage (whether it has relevant and original content, is easy to navigate and is transparent), the ad relevance and the ad format (Google, 2015[37]).

Search ads are usually charged on a per click basis with the price being the amount required to just beat the next highest ranked ad. Advertisers can often choose whether to set their bid (the proposed cost per click) manually or automatically. Auctions occur in the short time it takes to load the search result and hence, make use of AI and machine learning (see Box 1.3).

Paid search results are usually identified as ads. For example, in Google, a small green box with the word “Ad” in it identifies the search result as a paid ad. This is shown in Figure 2.1, which includes the first result that appeared for a Google search of “Flower delivery Paris”: a paid ad for Aquarelle. In contrast, the organic Aquarelle search result is presented underneath. The organic result appeared behind four paid search ads, a list of florists in Google Maps, and one other organic search result.

Another display format involves the use of a carousel labelled “Sponsored” that usually appears at the top of the results but can also appear with the regular search results (Figure 2.2).
Figure 2.2. Displaying “Sponsored” results


2.3. Social media advertising

Around one in every three people globally used social media networks in 2017, up 8.7% from 2016 (eMarketer, 2018). This was largely driven by an increase in mobile phone adoption and mobile network coverage. Advertising on social media is increasingly being used to reach particular target audiences, building on the rich data sets amassed by these services (both the personal data provided by a user and the data provided by users in their network). Some of the biggest social media platforms at the moment in OECD countries include Facebook, Instagram, Snapchat and LinkedIn (see Figure 2.3).

Each of the networks referred to in Figure 2.3 offer online advertising services. In April 2017, Facebook announced it had over 5 million active advertisers, up from 4 million just seven months earlier, and its advertising revenue in 2016 was USD 26.9 billion, second only to Google (Chaykowski, 2017). In September 2017, Instagram reached 2 million advertisers, growing over 900% since early 2016 (Heine, 2017). The number of active advertisers on the other platforms appears to be much lower. For example, there were only 130,000 active advertisers on Twitter in 2016 (Yeung, 2016).
Online social networks offer various forms of online advertising including:

- Easily identifiable digital display advertising (also called “segregated ads”). An example of these types of ads is provided in Figure 2.3 where ads (for the New Yorker and a baby clothing retailer) appear to the right of the user’s news feed. These ads are labelled as “Sponsored”.
- “Native” or “in-stream” ads are disseminated by the platform on behalf of paying advertising. The ad for the backpack in Figure 2.3 is an example of a native ad on Facebook. It appears in the Facebook user’s news feed between “organic” posts and is labelled as “Sponsored”. While the net impression of this particular ad probably communicates its commercial nature to consumers, these types of ads may not always be easily identifiable as ads to consumers (see Sections 2.4 and 3.2).
- “Influencer” ads are user-generated ads or endorsements from social media users that have a large social media following and hence can “influence” consumer trends. While influencers may have autonomy about what, how, when and where they post, influencer ads involve some commercial relationship between the brand and the influencer (including free products or services or otherwise being offered “in kind” rewards). Influencer ads, being user-generated, will appear in the feeds of users that follow the influencer and hence, can be difficult to identify as advertising if the influencer does not clearly disclose the commercial nature of the post. An example of an influencer ad on Instagram is provided in Figure 2.4. The brand is identified with an @ (“@naturaljuiceuk”) and it is identified as an ad with the text “#ad”.
- User-generated marketing can also come from less influential social media users to the extent that users are incentivised to endorse a product or service, perhaps through the use of competitions, prizes or give-away. Of course, if there is no commercial relationship underpinning such endorsements, they are not advertising content.

Notes: In this example while the brand “Modernist Look” does not have high brand recognition and a consumer could misinterpret it as a product review, as explained in paragraph 46, it does contain phrases such as “fits 15.6 Inch Laptop; ergonomic design, and ‘free shipping & 100% satisfaction’” that clearly signal it is an ad.

Source: Cook (2018[46]).
2.4. Native advertising

The FTC has defined native advertising as “content that bears a similarity to the news, feature articles, product reviews, entertainment, and other material that surrounds it online” (Federal Trade Commission (US), 2015[47]). Native advertising is growing in popularity given its reputation as a more effective way of engaging with consumers (see, e.g. Sharethrough (2015[48])). Business Insider has estimated the by 2021, native advertising revenue in the US will make up 74% of display advertising revenue, up from 56% in 2016; estimated to account for some USD 21 billion in 2018 (Munda, 2017[49]).

Native advertising is generally more difficult for consumers to identify as advertising compared to other forms of online advertising. This is because such ads are “designed to blend in with their surroundings in order to appear more authentic” (O’Brien, 2015[32]). Further, they “often resemble the design, style, and functionality of the media in which they are disseminated [and] may appear on a page next to non-advertising content” (Federal Trade Commission (US), 2015[47]). As the FTC (2016[50]) has recognised, “The effect is to mask the signals consumers customarily have relied upon to recognize an advertising or promotional message”.

Native advertising can occur on any website but it is commonly used on social media platforms and news and other media and content sites. For example, native ads on online newspaper websites often appear in line with other articles but are identified with words such as “Advertisement”, “Advertising Content” or “Sponsored”. Figure 2.6 provides an example of a native ad from The Guardian’s website. The native ad appears on the right hand side in the same style as the two feature articles to its left, and is only identifiable due to the label of “Advertisement” appearing above the ad, the inclusion of the advertiser’s logo, and minor differences in text format and colouring.

**Figure 2.6. Native advertising on The Guardian’s website**

*Note: The native ad appears on the right and is identified with the text disclosure “Advertisement”.*

In addition, content sites frequently refer consumers to “Recommended” content or “Content from the Web” (see Figure 2.6). Clicking on these links usually sends a consumer to another website. To the extent that the new site contains advertising material, it may also be difficult for consumers to identify this if the appropriate disclosures are not prominent.
2.5. Advertising by email and text message

In addition to the above, more traditional forms of email advertising are still prevalent. Email advertising uses manual or automated messaging to target consumers. A key issue for advertisers wanting to use email advertising is obtaining the email addresses of consumers. In some cases brands will ask for a consumer’s email address when they join a loyalty program, make an online purchase, sign up to a newsletter or special offer, or otherwise express interest in a brand, product or service. Email addresses can also be obtained from marketing companies.

In addition, many brands use text messages to advertise to consumers. Text messages are similar to email advertising in that they can be manual or automated and require the brand to have the contact details of the relevant consumers (in this case, their mobile number). Mobile numbers are obtained in similar ways to email addresses.

Source: Farnworth (2014[51]).
3. Consumer benefits and risks

This chapter provides an overview of some of the potential consumer benefits and risks from online advertising. It also notes the potential role of behavioural insights in better understanding, and potentially addressing, some of the potential risks; and the potential role of technological solutions. Finally, a short conclusion is included.

3.1. Consumer benefits from online advertising

Online advertising presents two key benefits for consumers: i) targeted and timely advertising, and; ii) “free” online services.

Targeted and timely advertising

Consumers can benefit from online advertising by receiving more relevant and timely ads. This may increase consumer welfare by introducing consumers to well-suited products and services, which could reduce consumer search costs. For example, if a consumer is looking to buy a particular product or service and receives personalised advertising associated with that good or service (based on their previous search activities, for example), this may reduce their need to undertake more extensive searching online (or off). To the extent that the advertising also highlights an offer related to that product or service that the consumer would not otherwise know about, it may also save the consumer money. Further, the timeliness of online advertising means that consumers can stay current about what offers are available in the market at relatively low cost.

There is some evidence that consumers appreciate these benefits. For example, a survey of 2,500 Internet users by Rakuten Marketing found that 70% of consumers believe that online advertising is beneficial when it connects them to more options and better discounts (Rakuten Marketing, 2017[9]). Similarly, PwC (2017[52]) found that 59% of consumers want real-time personal offers designed especially for them. Further, an online survey of 270 consumers by Choozle in 2017 found that consumers appreciated ads that: brought exposure to new products and products they are interested in; are more tailored and relevant to their interests; and that save them money through coupons or sales (Choozle, 2017[53]). A survey of 1,500 US consumers also found that personally relevant content marketing increased brand sentiment for 88% of consumers; purchase intentions for 78% of consumers; and willingness to pay for half of consumers (OneSpot, 2016[54]).

“Free” services funded from advertising revenue

Consumers also benefit from being the recipients of the many “free” services provided on the Internet that are funded from advertising revenues. For example, valuable consumer services such as those provided by Google, Facebook and Instagram are underpinned by significant advertising revenues. It is possible that without free access to these types of services, some consumers would not be able to (or willing to) access these services. It appears that many consumers appreciate these benefits. In particular, the above mentioned study by Choozle found that consumers appreciated that advertising keeps apps free (Choozle, 2017[53]). Further, many consumers understand that such free services come at a cost: Pew found that 55% of Americans would be willing to share some personal information to access online services for free (Madden, 2014[55]).
3.2. Consumer risks from online advertising

However, online advertising also raises a number of potential risks for consumers, as outlined below. These include:

- the potential for misleading advertising online
- consumers may not be able to identify some forms of online advertising
- online advertising could reduce consumer sentiment and trust online
- online advertising may prey on consumer biases and vulnerabilities
- threats from “malvertising”
- threats associated with increased data collection.

False or misleading advertising is still a concern online

Fraud and misleading advertising remain a problem online, often keeping pace with digital developments. In addition to earlier scams such as Internet-based pyramid schemes and business coaching programs, for example, new online scams such as deceptive cryptocurrency operations and tech support scams are targeting consumers online through display and search ads and on social media. In some cases larger online firms, like Google and Facebook, have responded directly, for example, by banning ads for cryptocurrencies (O’Reilly, 2018[56]). Online advertising could be misleading by failing to disclose the full price of an offer, failing to highlight unexpected terms and conditions, or misleading consumers into negative option or subscription traps that may make it difficult for consumers to cancel. In addition, reference pricing, drip pricing and bait pricing are all potentially detrimental practices that could occur in the context of online advertising.

Misleading advertising in the form of reference pricing has been an issue online, with consumer authorities in many jurisdictions pursuing enforcement action against this form of conduct (OECD, 2018[57]). Reference pricing occurs where a price is listed in reference to another (higher) price. This could be the pre-sale price, a competitor’s price, the recommended retail price, or a post-sale price. While the inclusion of accurate reference prices can be useful, inflated or inaccurate reference prices may distort consumer perceptions of value (Ahmetoglu et al., 2010[58]). Given this, it is important that businesses only use true reference prices that consumers would be likely to encounter in the market.

Other practices such as drip pricing and bait pricing may also mislead consumers; especially given these practices can take advantage of consumer biases (OECD, 2018[57]). Drip pricing occurs where a company advertises its product at a certain (low) price but later adds on additional non-avoidable fees or surcharges. Drip pricing preys on the anchoring and endowment effects. It can result in consumer loss as consumers feel committed to the purchase decision and stick with it despite the price increasing during the transaction process. According to one online study, it can increase purchase intentions, price and value satisfaction and reduce search intentions (Xia and Monroe, 2004[59]). Bait pricing occurs where a business advertises a product at a low price to attract consumers to their store/site but there is only a low volume of products on sale (that sell out) and consumers end up making a more expensive purchase once there. Like drip pricing, this also makes use of the endowment effect and may be detrimental to online consumers (Ellison and Fischer Ellison, 2009[60]). For these reasons, a number of jurisdictions have taken enforcement action against, or have laws that prohibit, drip pricing and bait pricing (OECD, 2018[57])

In addition, if advertising disclaimers are not prominent and salient, this could potentially mislead consumers. In this respect, Japan’s Consumer Affairs Agency (2017[61]) undertook
a study to understand the effectiveness of marketing disclaimers. The study’s findings suggest that few consumers notice such disclaimers and even when they do, many do not read them (perhaps due to overconfidence bias or information overload). Key reasons for missing disclaimers included i) use of small font size (in general and compared with the claim font size); ii) disclaimers not appearing close enough to the claim; and iii) difficulty in reading disclaimers against a patterned background. In addition, for video ads, additional issues included i) insufficient time to read the disclaimer; ii) disclaimers not appearing in the same scene as claims; iii) disclaimers only appearing in text form (when claims were read out); and iv) general information overload. The study was based on a consumer survey and consumer experiments involving various forms of disclaimers.

**Consumers may not be able to identify some forms of online advertising**

The E-commerce Recommendation makes clear that “Advertising and marketing should be identifiable as such” (OECD, 2016[1]). Consumers, however, may find it difficult to identify some forms of online advertising. In particular, native advertising can be difficult to identify given that it is designed to blend in with other (non-advertising) content on a webpage or app, as can “influencer” marketing and other user-generated advertising. While this can be a concern both on and offline, the proliferation of native and user-generated ads online makes it a potentially greater risk now than ever before.

As a general rule, businesses should clearly identify advertising material to allow consumers to make informed decisions regarding such material. In particular, it is important that a consumer is able to identify whether or not a representation is advertising (Competition Bureau Canada, 2018[62]). In the US, the FTC (2013[63]) has produced guidance on how to make effective disclosures for online advertising. The guidance highlights the need for businesses to make advertising disclosures “clear and conspicuous” and provides examples of what this means in practice. For example, disclosures should be near the triggering claim, take into account the device on which the ad appears, be noticeable to consumers, and be in plain language. The FTC (2016[50]) has also published an “Enforcement Policy Statement on Deceptively Formatted Advertisements”. Similar standards, policies and guidance material apply in the Nordic countries (see, for example, Kilpailu- ja kuluttajavirasto (Kilpailu- ja kuluttajavirasto, 2013[64]; Kilpailu- ja kuluttajavirasto, 2016[65]), and in Japan. In relation to native advertising specifically, the FTC (2015[66]) has published staff guidance regarding native advertising for businesses, which highlights that native advertising should be easily identifiable to consumers and provides examples showing when disclaimers would and would not be required.

In addition, it can be difficult for consumers to know whether posts made on social media, in blogs or in other “word-of-mouth” contexts are an unbiased opinion from the poster or a paid endorsement. This has become especially problematic given that many businesses often provide free products or services to “social influencers” who have a large following on social media networks (as discussed in Section 2.3). This has been recognised in a number of OECD countries. For example, the FTC (2009[67]) has guidelines that govern the use endorsements and testimonials in advertising and has produced numerous FAQs that explain how these guidelines apply to new forms of advertising such as social media marketing (Federal Trade Commission, 2017[68]). In addition, the FTC has brought numerous enforcement actions in this area. In September 2017, for example, the FTC settled charges with two well-known social media influencers who deceptively endorsed an online gambling service on multiple social media platforms (e.g., YouTube, Twitter) while failing to disclose they jointly owned the company (among other deceptive
advertising tactics), and issued warning letters to 21 social media influencers regarding their Instagram posts.

Other forms of online marketing material may also be difficult for consumers to identify and recognise as commercial content. Advertisers use several different techniques whereby commercial representations “masquerade as the authentic experiences and opinions of impartial consumers, such as fake consumer reviews and testimonials” (Canadian Competition Bureau, 2015[69]). This practice, sometimes called “astroturfing”, can include a range of online strategies including fake consumer ratings and reviews, fake consumer testimonials, fake user accounts with associated fake content (such as posts and tweets) and fake blog posts or comments, for example. In some cases, an advertiser may fund seemingly independent organisations to propagate content to advance a businesses’ commercial interests (Leiser, 2016[70]). Consumers may find it difficult to identify this content as commercially motivated content, and may be misled into thinking that such content is unbiased (rather than marketing material from the business trying to sell the product or service).

Behavioural insights literature suggests that anchoring and framing effects may be particularly relevant to the identification of online advertising. Anchoring occurs where consumers “anchor” a decision around the information that they think is the most important, often at the expense of other information (Tversky and Kahneman, 1974[71]; Kahneman, Lovallo and Sibony, 2011[72]). This can lead consumers to make mistakes in valuing an offer or in comparing offers. Framing is a broader concept that refers to the fact that consumers are influenced not only by the content of the information but also by how the information is presented (Tversky and Kahneman, 1981[73]; Sunstein, 2011[74]). In relation to native and user-generated advertising, when commercial messages largely look the same as the other content on a site, consumers might not understand that that this content is advertising and may give the information conveyed in the content greater weight than they otherwise would have given it due in part to anchoring or framing effects.

The issue of consumer identification of online advertising has been studied by a number of organisations including the FTC (2017[75]) and Consumption Research Norway (SIFO) at Oslo and Akershus University College of Applied Sciences (Tangel and Alfnes, 2016[76]).

The FTC (2017[75]) study suggests that there are a number of ways to improve consumer identification of native and search ads, consistent with the relevant FTC staff guidance (see FTC (2013[77]) and FTC (2015[66])), such as through:

- using distinctive background colour and borders that distinguish ad content from other content
- increasing the text size of ad labels and using text colour that sufficiently contrasts with the background (e.g. for labels such as “Advertising” and “Ads”)
- better placement of disclosures so it is clear what they relate to and so that they are not missed
- use of consistent and clear terminology.

The Norwegian study instead focussed on native advertising by newspapers, both on and offline. In particular, it raised concerns that consumers find it difficult to identify paid content as advertising material, which may have consequences for consumer trust in newspapers (Tangel and Alfnes, 2016[76]).

The Korea Fair Trade Commission (KFTC) has also undertaken work on the ability of consumers to identify advertising content in the context of paid search advertising. This was undertaken as part of an abuse of dominance investigation into search engines Naver
and Daum. In particular, the KFTC alleged that the failure of these platforms to distinguish between paid and unpaid search results was an abuse of dominance (Kim, Baek and Kim, 2017\(^{79}\)). To support this claim the KFTC conducted research with 1 000 consumers, finding that approximately 85% of consumers could not identify the paid advertising results (Kim, 2018\(^{79}\)). The case was settled via a consent decision in March 2014 that required Naver and Daum to, among other things, clearly distinguish between organic search results and paid ads (Korea Fair Trade Commission, 2014\(^{80}\)).

**Online advertising could reduce consumer trust in some online transactions**

Online advertising has become more and more pervasive over time. As with any form of advertising, if taken too far, the pervasiveness of online advertising could be a source of annoyance for Internet users. Further, the use of OBA can be seen as “creepy” by some consumers, which could undermine trust in online advertising, and the Internet more broadly. (KPMG, 2016\(^{81}\)) A number of consumer surveys have highlighted distinct consumer concerns about online advertising as compared to traditional advertising.

In particular, a number of surveys suggest that consumers trust online advertising less than traditional forms of advertising. For example, Table 3.1 shows levels of consumer trust for various types of advertising in 2016 (MarketingSherpa, 2016\(^{82}\); Olenski, 2016\(^{83}\)). Similarly, a study undertaken in Australia in 2017, showed that consumers were relatively untrusting of digital content and advertising as compared to more traditional forms of media (except for television) (NewsMediaWorks, 2017\(^{84}\)). Within the digital content providers, digital news media sites were more trusted than social, search and other websites.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traditional media</th>
<th>Print ads</th>
<th>82%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Television ads</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ads/catalogues I receive in the mail</td>
<td>76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Radio ads</td>
<td>71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ads in outdoor and public areas (billboards, transit ads, posters, etc.)</td>
<td>69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital media</td>
<td>Search engine ads</td>
<td>61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Videos that appear prior to an online video</td>
<td>47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sponsored posts on a blog that I read</td>
<td>43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ads embedded in social media (Facebook, Instagram, etc.)</td>
<td>43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Online banner ads</td>
<td>39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mobile phone ads</td>
<td>39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ads in podcasts</td>
<td>37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Online pop-ups</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source:* MarketingSherpa (2016\(^{82}\)); Olenski (2016\(^{83}\)).

In addition, there appears to be a level of consumer dislike of, or dissatisfaction with, online advertising. A 2017 survey of 2 500 Internet users by Rakuten Marketing found high levels of consumer dissatisfaction with online advertising \(^{(9)}\). In particular, 82% found online advertising disruptive to the online experience with dissatisfaction particularly high for pop-up ads, ads that cover content, pre-roll video ads, and ads delivered through push notifications. Further, 56% felt that a single brand was advertising to them too frequently and 67% associated online advertising with other disruptive content, including fake news. In addition, an online survey of 270 consumers by Choozle in 2017 found that 41% did not trust online ads, and one in three disliked online ads (Choozle, 2017\(^{53}\)). Dislike was driven
by ads slowing down web and mobile pages, too much ad repetition, ads taking up too much screen space, and the ease of accidentally clicking on an ad.

Consumers also tend to have concerns about data being collected for online advertising purposes. For example, over 60% of consumers across the European Union in 2016 were concerned about their online activities being monitored for the purpose of personalised advertising (Eurostat[87]; OECD, 2017[19]). Further, a Pew survey undertaken in America in 2014 found that 80% of social network users were concerned about third parties like advertisers or businesses accessing the data they share on these sites (Madden, 2014[55]). Further, 64% believed the government should do more to regulate advertisers.

It seems that these negative attitudes are inspiring some consumers to take action against online advertising. For example, in the Rakuten Marketing survey mentioned above, 50% of respondents said that they proactively opt-out of online ads. In addition, some 40% said they had abandoned a website due to what they considered to be a “bad experience” relating to online advertising (Rakuten Marketing, 2017[9]). Further, in the European Union in 2016, 40% of consumers claimed that they limited the use of their personal data for advertising purposes (Eurostat[85]; OECD (2017)[19]).

One of the ways that consumers can protect themselves against online advertising is through the use of “ad blockers”, which remove advertising content from websites and apps, usually through the use of software. eMarketer found that more than a quarter of online consumers in the US were using ad blockers in 2017, up from 16% in 2014 (eMarketer, 2017[90]) whereas Choozle found 53% of respondents used ad blockers (Choozle, 2017[53]). In comparison, the European Commission found that over a third of European consumers (37%) used software to block online ads in 2016 (European Commission, 2016[87]).

Publishers can attempt to circumvent ad blockers through appeals to the consumer or through ad block walls, which only grant access to a site if the ad blocker is disabled. However, 74% of ad block users polled in 2016 said they leave websites when faced with an ad block wall (PageFair, 2017[88]). Some ad blockers employ a model that enables sites or services to pay to be excluded from blocking. There is debate in the industry about the use of ad blockers as many online services are underpinned by a business model that relies on advertising revenue, as discussed above (Krashinsky, 2015[89]).

**Online advertising may prey on consumer biases and vulnerabilities**

Concerns have also been raised about the ability of online advertising to manipulate consumer decision making. As noted by the OECD (2015, p. 220[90]):

> ... concerns have been raised that the information inferred through data analytics may also facilitate aggressive or predatory marketing practices, whereby a company exploits the vulnerabilities of consumers in a way that induces them to purchase goods or services that they would not otherwise have bought.

For as long as advertising has existed, advertisers have looked at ways to persuade, encourage or manipulate consumers into making purchases. Online advertising is no different. However, online advertisers have more personal information than ever before. Some commentators have raised concerns about online advertisers using “persuasion profiling” to take advantage of the social norms that resonate best with a particular consumer, given what a business knows about the consumer. Such persuasion profiling could be used to target a consumer in real time given what a business knows about the consumer’s habits, current location, and general vulnerabilities (Calo, 2014[91]).
targeting could take advantage of time-inconsistency biases, where consumers pursue short-term urges at the expense of their long-term interests. If this form of targeting is used to mislead consumers, then there could be potential for consumer harm.

A related issue is the degree to which advertisers use personal data to target children and vulnerable consumers with online advertising (Competition Bureau Canada, 2018[93]). In particular, some observers have stated that it may be easier than ever to identify and target children online (Calvert, 2008[93]) although in some circumstances it might be difficult for an advertiser to know they are dealing with a child, especially if a child is using a parent’s device and accessing a non-child oriented app. In addition, children may find it particularly difficult to identify online content, such as video games with commercial messages (“advergames”) or native ads, as advertising material (Calvert, 2008[93]). Indeed, the US FTC’s Enforcement Policy Statement on Deceptively Formatted Ads, for example, recognises that “special considerations may be relevant in determining whether a natively formatted ad directed to children would be misleading.”

In addition, the ability to better target online advertising could potentially allow businesses to take advantage of other vulnerabilities, be they transitory or more persistent. However, there is no evidence that such targeting of vulnerable consumers is occurring at scale.

More generally, default biases may lead consumers to disclose and share more personal information than they would otherwise choose to. Default or “status quo” bias is the tendency for individuals to go along with whatever the default (or status quo) choice or setting is, even when this may not be in their best interest, and even when they have the ability to make a different choice or opt-out of the default (Kahneman, Knetsch and Thaler, 1991[94]; Sunstein, 2011[74]). Default privacy settings that lead to a high level of disclosure and sharing could hence result in consumers disclosing and sharing more personal information than they would choose to, had they actively considered the choice (Calo, 2014[91]). Conversely, default privacy settings that are more protective of consumers may be an effective way to improve consumer privacy online.

**Threats from “malvertising”**

Online ads can potentially be used to infect devices with malware. Such “malvertising” can be used to collect personal data or lock a device’s hard drive until a “ransom” is paid (Blue, 2016[95]). What is particularly concerning is that a consumer can fall victim just by visiting a website with malvertising on it (United States Senate, 2014[96]). Further, it is not just small obscure websites that have been affected by this type of “drive-by” malvertising; it has occurred on YouTube and Yahoo, for example (United States Senate, 2014[96]). Back in 2013, Symantec estimated that around half of publishers had experienced a malvertising incident (including “drive-by” and “click through” incidents) (Thye, 2013[97]). Given the inability of consumers to know which websites are safe and which are not, some claim that the only way for consumers to protect themselves is through the use of ad blocking software (Blue, 2016[95]; Trend Micro USA, 2015[98]). So far policymakers have experienced difficulties in identifying and holding accountable the entities responsible for damages resulting from malvertising (United States Senate, 2014[96]).

**Threats associated with increased data collection**

As in other areas of the digital economy, online advertising is associated with the collection of vast quantities of personal data about an individual’s activities online. This obviously has implications for consumer privacy and security. In particular, consumers care about privacy and want to be informed about the collection, use, and sharing of their personal
data (Gomez, Pinnick and Soltani, 2009[99]; KPMG, 2016[81]; Turow et al., 2009[100]). However, while these issues have the potential to cause consumer detriment, they are not unique to online advertising and largely fall outside of the responsibilities of consumer agencies in many OECD countries.

However, issues of deception related to the collection and use of such information are likely to fall within the remit of existing consumer laws on deceptive and unfair practices in a number of jurisdictions. In particular, before sharing information online, consumers should be able to understand what information will be collected from them, how this information will be used, how the information will be shared with other actors, and how such information will be stored. To the extent that a consumer is misled into providing information that they would not have shared had they known how that information would be collected, used, shared or stored, this could potentially be found to be a misleading practice by the relevant business. Further, to the extent that online businesses make false or misleading representations regarding their collection of personal data, this arguably falls under consumer protection laws in some countries, including in Canada and the US (Competition Bureau Canada, 2018[92]). Indeed, the E-commerce Recommendation provides that (OECD, 2016[11]):

*Businesses should comply with any express or implied representations they make about their adherence to industry self-regulatory codes or programmes, privacy notices or any other policies or practices relating to their transactions with consumers.*

Consistent with the E-Commerce Recommendation, some OECD countries have found breaches of consumer protection when online businesses provide false or misleading representations regarding the ways in which they collect, use, store and share personal data. The FTC, for example, has brought more than 50 enforcement actions against companies that misrepresented or deceived consumers about their privacy practices (Federal Trade Commission, 2017[101]). For example, in 2017, the FTC settled charges against Uber Technologies Inc. that it deceived consumers by, among other things, failing to live up to its claims that it closely monitored employee access to the personal data of its consumers and drivers.

Further, Helberger et al. (2017[102]) have suggested that representing online services that rely on personal data and advertising as “free”, could arguably be found to be misleading under the European Union’s Unfair Commercial Practices Directive (European Parliament, 2005[103]). Hence, claims about the free nature of online services could potentially fall foul of consumer laws in some jurisdictions, but this is yet to be tested in court.

### 3.3. What is the role of behavioural insights in addressing new risks?

It appears that some of the potential risks highlighted in Section 3.2 could be better understood by undertaking behavioural experiments to determine the extent of the problem, and possibly to test potential solutions. In particular, behavioural experiments could be undertaken to:

- Test consumer identification of online advertising (building on the work already undertaken in the US, Norway and Korea).
- Test consumer understanding of privacy statements to better understand when such statements might result in consumer harm by misleading consumers.
• Testing how consumers react to receiving personalised ads or prices if businesses are required to communicate how those ads or prices have been personalised to the consumer.

• To test the effectiveness of measures that target behavioural biases (for example, “scarcity cues”).

Where issues can potentially be addressed through improved disclosure, the CCP’s recent work on improving online disclosures with behavioural insights is relevant (OECD, 2018[57]). In particular, this work highlights the importance of:

• Clear and accurate information (and pricing) – from looking at an ad, consumers should be able to clearly assess the key benefits and costs/prices involved in the products or services being advertised, and should be able to clearly and easily identify the ad as advertising material.

• Not relying on terms and conditions to convey important information – online ads should not mislead consumers about restrictions, limitations or conditions associated with an offer.

• Express and meaningful consumer consent – consumers should be able to clearly understand what they are signing up to (in terms of cost or data) when interacting with or responding to online ads.

• Simple information – disclosures identifying material as advertising should be simple and salient (as should important characteristics or limitations of the offer). Using images, audio and video, where appropriate, not just text – images or icons could potentially be used to identify online ads, such options could be investigated further and tested empirically.

• Timing – it is important that consumers get the right information at the right time. In particular, consumers should be able to identify advertising content immediately and should understand the key characteristics and limitations of an offer before they commit to it.

As is emphasised in the abovementioned work, empirical work and behavioural experiments are important to test the extent of any problems identified and to assess any potential policy solutions.

3.4. How has the private sector responded to new risks?

There are number of developments coming from the private sector which address some of the potential risks associated with online advertising. In particular, consumers can install ad blocking software to minimise their exposure to online ads and threats from “malvertising”. Further, a number of online platforms offer settings that allow users to manage their exposure to online ads and their sharing of personal data. Some of these platforms, such as Apple’s Safari browser, have default settings that provide a relatively high level of protection against the risks associated with online ads. Given the power of default settings, platforms that offer higher default levels of protection are likely to result in more consumers being protected online.

New business models may also reduce exposure to online advertising. Such models may emerge as a market response to increased use of ad blocking services. Subscription models, for example, can remove the need for online advertising (as in the case of Netflix), reduce ad exposure, or make a business less reliant on this revenue source (for example, many online newspapers now offer or require subscription but this rarely removes all ads on the site). In addition, new technologies are facilitating “micropayments” which may make
alternative business models more workable by allowing consumers to make small payments to site owners thus reducing the need for online advertising revenue.

Other tools are more focussed on allowing consumers to manage the sharing and use of their personal data. For example, “privacy managers”, which are usually available as apps, are already being developed with promising results: see Almuhimedi et al. (2014[104]); Balebako et al. (2017[105]) and FTC (2016[106]). Further, researchers have recently launched “Polisis”: a website and browser extension that uses machine learning to automatically read and make sense of online privacy policies for consumers (Greenberg, 2018[107]). It does so by presenting the policy as a graphic flow chart that identifies the type of data collected, where the data can be sent, and whether a consumer can opt out of data collection or sharing. There is also a chat interface which answers specific questions about a privacy policy. The EU has also funded research on the TYPES project: Towards transparency and privacy in the online advertising business, which concluded in 2017 (TYPES, 2015[108]).
4. Conclusion

While online advertising offers tangible and significant benefits for consumers, it also raises some risks. Some of these risks relate to traditional areas of consumer policy including protecting consumers against misleading online advertising and ensuring consumers can easily identify online advertising. Other risks may arise from the enhanced ability to personalise online advertising and to potentially target behavioural biases and other consumer vulnerabilities. Specific new risks come from “malvertising” threats, and more generic risks are associated with greater collection and sharing of personal data, as in many other areas of the digital economy.

While many of the existing consumer protections can be applied to newer forms of online advertising, there may be scope for policymakers to do more work to improve consumer understanding of the benefits and risks associated with online advertising. In particular, policymakers could undertake work to understand whether consumers can identify some of the newer forms of online advertising, such as online native advertising. This, in turn, may signal a need for further work on improving the disclosure of these forms of advertising, potentially drawing on behavioural insights. In addition, policymakers may need to do more work to understand how and when online advertising targeting consumer vulnerabilities and biases violates consumer protection law and causes consumer detriment, and to develop appropriate policy responses, as required.
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**Note**

Retargeting occurs when a consumer starts seeing advertising for a particular product or service on numerous sites and apps across the web. Consumers can feel like the product or service is “following them” around the Internet. Retargeting can take various forms and can be based on different information, such as search activities, responses to online advertisements, responses to email advertisements, and “clicks”, for example ([Sloane, 2017](#)).